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the lenovo a7600-m has a 3.5 mm headphone jack,
and it has a microusb port on the bottom. it has a 5
mp camera with a flash, a 5 mp camera with no
flash, a 3.5 mp camera, a video player, a music
player, and a flashlight. both companies are turning
to cost cutting, and lenovo's u.s. chairman and
former ceo, yang yuanqing, said the cost cuts would
help the company survive as it moves away from
the pc business. lenovo made $1.5 billion in net
income in 2012, down from $5.3 billion in the
previous year. the combined phone and tablet
maker is building its new manufacturing facility in
shenzhen, a city with a vast supply chain, in part
because it was cheap to build and close to where
many of its suppliers are located. officials said the
plant would be profitable by the end of 2015. the
facility is expected to employ more than 7,000
workers when it is fully operational, according to the
wsj. lenovo has already said that it will shed another
4,000 jobs by the end of 2014. in january, lenovo
said it was cutting jobs to make the company more
profitable. the company has laid off 1,500 workers
and cut manufacturing and r&d spending at
motorola. the new facility makes lenovo one of the
most advanced manufacturers in the world, offering
advanced packaging, testing and logistics
infrastructure in addition to its comprehensive
production capabilities. the second-generation cnc
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mill will allow the company to optimize its
production capabilities, ensuring flexibility and
efficiency to meet customers needs with ever-
increasing speed. the three-phase water-cooled
electric cnc machine can produce any size or shape
of case at extremely high precision and efficiency,
opening new frontiers in the manufacturing industry.
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the new purpose- built building has been fitted with
solar panels with a capacity of 0.5 megawatts

enough energy to power the equivalent of a small
village. building devices locally also dramatically
reduces the freight miles these products incur,

providing more efficient and sustainable
transportation options. this combined with

innovative manufacturing processes, such as
lenovos patented low-temperature solder process,
will help lenovo achieve its science-based climate

goals. covering almost 50,000 square meters across
two buildings and three floors, the new site is one of

lenovos largest manufacturing facilities. the
production line can produce more than 1,000

servers and 4,000 workstations a day each one built
specifically to customer requirements. innovative
automation capabilities are equipped throughout,

including a first-class building management system
operating on the shop floor and logistics area to

monitor temperature, humidity, asset conditions and
dimm robotic labeling. this enables lenovo to

maintain optimal quality control of its products.
lenovo (hkse: 992) (adr: lnvgy) is a us$70 billion
revenue global technology powerhouse, ranked

#159 in the fortune global 500, employing 75,000
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people around the world, and serving millions of
customers every day in 180 markets. focused on a

bold vision to deliver smarter technology for all,
lenovo has built on its success as the worlds leading

pc player by expanding into new growth areas of
infrastructure, mobile, solutions and services. this

transformation together with lenovos world-
changing innovation is building a more inclusive,
trustworthy, and sustainable digital society for

everyone, everywhere. to find out more visit, and
read about the latest news via our storyhub.
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